
Lucretius: Book IV

Image set and some notes.









p. 98: Cloud gazing















What do you see in this one?





…or so somebody has claimed

on the internet…



Here He is again!

 

It’s a miracle!

A chip with a heart.



An artistic riff on how mirrors work…

















p. 108 Synesthesia

p. 109 sound atoms

p. 111 food alergies

p. 114 chimera products of interference of visual films

p. 115 in sleep the mind doesn’t edit from the myriad of film

images that bombard it… thus we see dead people… etc.

p. 116 The mind filters images that lack continuity with the present

context.  When sleeping, the mind doesn’t do this.

Quiz:

5 Card slides upcoming [cards-blank-cards-blank]….. ask class to

indicate card or cards… for each of the following 5 slides.





p. 116: “…nothing in our bodies was born in order that we might be

able to use it, but whatever thing is born creates its own use.”  ???

p. 118-9 Theory of sleep having to do with disjointed vital spirit

needing time to reassemble.

p. 120/1 Dreams of things we do a lot….  peeing, wet dreams…

p. 121/2 The human form inspires seed propulsion.  “… launched by a

lad with womanish limbs or a woman radiating love from her whole

body…”   Unhealthy to not release.

p. 123  “Sex is violent,” - J. A.

The more sex you have, the more you want. It is futile to fully sate

one’s sexual desires.  Similarly, material wants are unfulfillable.

p. 125 Beer Goggles and some ancient racism.



p. 126  Sexual pleasure is shared by the genders.  Dog example.  How

romantic.

p. 126/7 Fascinating theory of gender influence of conception.  …

Grandparent-grandchild similarities due to “latent seeds.”

Impotence: seed with thick cover or watery seed not sticky enough.

p. 128 Positions aid in conception.  Too much motion messes up the

potion…. as contraceptive.  (trick of the prostitutes)




